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ABSTRACT 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of several sensor 

nodes and base stations that collect information through sensors 

located in a large area. However, WSNs have disadvantages in 

that they are easily damaged by an attacker because of their 

random and unattended deployment in an open environment, 

where individual management is difficult. An attacker can 

execute a false report injection attack or a false vote injection 

attack through compromised nodes. The probabilistic voting-

based filtering scheme (PVFS) is a scheme to prevent these two 

kinds of attacks. Before sending the report, the proposed method 

selects the validation node, judges the validity of the report, and 

filters the set threshold values. Threshold settings determine the 

security and lifetime of the network, so setting the appropriate 

security values is important. In this paper, we propose a fuzzy-

based PVFS method that detects the aggressiveness of the 

attacker and sets the appropriate threshold values. This paper 

confirms that the proposed method improves the energy 

efficiency and detection ability of the network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
WSNs are composed of many sensor nodes and a base station 

(BS). When an event occurs, the sensor node detects the event 

and reports it over multiple hops of the sensor nodes to the BS 

[1]. These WSNs are used for data collection and event 

detection in various fields such as military systems, home 

networks, and forest fire monitoring [2]. However, many 

applications have limited computational power and low energy, 

and they are easily compromised by attackers because they are 

randomly distributed in an open environment that operates 

independently and is difficult to individually manage [3, 4]. 

Attackers exploit these vulnerabilities to attack WSNs by 

injecting reports containing false information or false votes. 

Fig.1 shows a schematic of these attacks. A false report 

injection attack is one that injects a report about a non-existent 

event through the compromised sensor node. The goal of this 

attack is to exhaust the energy resources of the nodes on the 

propagation path and generate a false alarm at the BS. The false 

vote injection attack injects false votes into legitimate reports, 

thereby preventing the legitimate report from reaching the BS. 

Li and Wu proposed a probabilistic voting-based filtering 

scheme (PVFS) [5] to prevent such attacks. In PVFS, all nodes 

constitute a network that exploits cluster-based organization. 

When a cluster head (CH) recognizes an event, it generates a 

report on that event. Then, the member nodes judge the 

authenticity of the report and generate their own message 

authentication codes (MACs), alternatively referred to as votes 

in PVFS. CH randomly selects votes and inserts them into the 

report. Verification nodes on the path use MAC and threshold 

values to defend against attacks. An attacker can attempt a false 

report injection attack and false vote injection attack through the 

compromised member node. In the existing PVFS, the user does 

not know the method of attack and cannot set an appropriate 

threshold value. Incorrect threshold settings result in detection 

performance degradation for attacks and waste energy. 

Therefore, setting the appropriate threshold value is important, 

and the security protocol should reflect the opinions of network 

users. This paper proposes technique that uses a fuzzy system to 

determine the method of attack and automatically reset the 

appropriate threshold value to reflect the expected method of 

attack. Using the proposed method, it can be confirmed that the 

detection rate of the false vote injection attack increased and 

energy waste decreased. Related works are described in Section 

2. The problems with existing schemes are described in detail in 

Section 3, and the proposed method is presented. Section 4 

describes the experimental environment and results. Finally, 

Section 5 provides a conclusion and a discussion of future work. 

 
Fig.1 False report and false vote injection attacks. 

2. RELATED WORK 
This section describes the false report attack and the false vote 

injection attack on WSNs, a fuzzy logic system, and PVFS, a 

defense mechanism against such attacks. 

2.1 False report attack 
A false report attack is one that injects a false report on an event 

that does not exist in the network [6, 7]. These are mainly false 

positive attacks (FPAs). In the absence of a defense system, 

false reports can arrive at the BS, trigger false alarms, and cause 

unnecessary energy consumption. The attacker attaches a false 

MAC to the report, generated using the MAC of the node itself 
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and the s-1 false key. Because of this feature, false reports 

contain a large number of false votes. DEF, SEF, CCEF, IHA, 

and BECAN are examples of defense schemes against such 

false report attacks [8 -12]. 

2.2 False vote injection attack 
A false vote injection attack is one that prevents a legitimate 

report from reaching the BS. This is mainly called a false 

negative attack (FNA). The compromised member node makes 

a false vote on the legitimate report, so that the wrong 

information is written in the report. Because of this feature, the 

false MAC-injected report contains a small number of false 

votes. A false vote in a legitimate report will cause the 

verification node to regard the report as a false report and drop 

the report during path verification. This attack causes the BS to 

lose important information. 

2.3 Fuzzy logic system 
One of the advantages of fuzzy rule systems is that they can be 

used for pseudo-reasoning, which is very useful if there is 

uncertainty in the inference process or if the data are ambiguous 

[13-15]. There are uncertainties in attacks that occur at the 

application layer of the actual WSN because of their types and 

frequency. It is also difficult to determine accurate attack figures 

when using a limited range of thresholds. Therefore, similar 

inferences are needed to deal with this fuzzy information. The 

inference of the fuzzy logic system method uses the min-max 

synthesis method of the Mamdani model, and the reverse fuzzy 

method for the output uses the gravity center method [16]. The 

Mamdani type fuzzy inference process proceeds in four steps. 

The first stage is the fuzzing of input variables. Here, it 

determines how many input values belong to each of the 

appropriate fuzzy sets. The rule evaluation stage proceeds as 

follows. It takes fuzzy input and obtains the number 

representing the evaluation result of the previous case. Fuzzy 

system applies this number to the belonging function of the 

latter case. Step 3 integrates the rules as an output and combines 

the membership functions of all rules after the rule set in the 

previous step into one fuzzy set. Finally, reverse fuzzy logic is 

performed in Step 4.         For the output value to be a number, 

the input in the deserialization process is a combined output 

fuzzy set, and the output is represented by a single number. At 

this stage, the center of gravity method is used. 

2.4 PVFS 
To cope with false report injection and false vote injection 

attacks in WSNs, the proposed PVFS uses a true threshold value 

(Tt) and a false threshold value (Tf) to detect and filter false 

reports and false vote injection reports at validation nodes. Fig.2 

shows the report generation and verification node selection 

process. In the initial network configuration, the nodes are 

divided into cluster units, and the CHs responsible for report 

generation are selected for each cluster. 

 
Fig.2 Report generation and verification node choosing 

processes. 

 The verification nodes among the CHs are probabilistically 

selected to verify the report. The probability p uses the distance 

d0 between the BS and the event cluster and the distance di 

between BS and CHi. The verification node selection process is 

shown in Fig.2-b. Fig.3 shows the key allocation step in which 

the BS divides the key pool into N partitions and delivers them 

to each CH. Each partition contains L keys that are the size of 

the cluster. The CH uses one of the keys in the partition as its 

own key and distributes the remaining L-1 keys to the member 

nodes. A key is allocated to the member nodes according to the 

partition of the key pool.  

 

Fig.3 Key distribution process. 

The node selected as the verification node stores the keys of the 

member nodes of the event occurrence cluster one by one. In the 

report generation step, CH generates a report on an event and 

broadcasts it to member nodes. The member nodes confirm this, 

and if the report is judged as a normal report, the MAC created 

by its own key is transmitted to the CH. CH extracts a 

predetermined number of MACs received from member nodes 

and adds them to the report. In the report verification process, 

the verifying nodes compare their own keys with the keys in the 

report. If they have the same key, they determine the MAC of 

the report. If the MAC value generated by the same key is 

different, the vote is regarded as false, and Tf is increased. In 

the filtering process, if the false count reaches the threshold 

value, the report is judged to be a false and is immediately 

dropped. If the true count value reaches the threshold value, the 

report is considered legitimate and is sent to the BS without 

further validation. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
This section presents the problems associated with the existing 

PVFS and describe our proposed method for solving the 

problem. 

3.1 Problem statement 
In WSNs, sensor nodes are placed in open areas and are easily 

damaged by attackers. An attacker can perform two types of 

attacks through the compromised node: FNA and FPA. Li and 

Wu proposed PVFS to cope with these two attacks. PVFS is a 

defense against FNA and FPA, and it is used as the most 

effective defense scheme on the assumption that an attacker will 

attack using both types of attacks. However, users do not know 

what kinds of attacks are happening, and they therefore have 

difficulties in setting thresholds of PVFS. The network has low 

security and poor energy efficiency when the user misidentifies 

the method of attack and sets the wrong Tt and Tf values. 

Setting Tt high and Tf low is efficient for FPA defense, but the 

FNA detection rate is low. Conversely, when the thresholds are 

reversed, the detection rate of the FPA decreases, while the 

detection rate of the FNA increases. This trade-off is a 

disadvantage of PVFS that must be tolerated to defend against 
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two kinds of attacks at the same time. Therefore, the user must 

set an appropriate threshold value to prevent attacks. 

3.2 Assumption 
In an open area, the sensor field is cluster-based, and no node is 

attacked in the node initial deployment phase. The attacker can 

conduct both FNA and FPA. The verification nodes are not 

corrupted. 

3.3 System overview 
Fig.4 shows the operation of the proposed method. Each 

validation node examines the vote of the report with its own 

key, and if it is judged to be a false vote, the node increases the 

Tf of the report by 1 and increases the false vote count (FVC) of 

the node by 1. These operations are repeated for a fixed cycle. 

During the cycle, the network filters the attack via PVFS, and 

verification nodes store the FVC value. When the cycle ends, 

the BS collects the FVC values stored by each verification node. 

The number of attacks occurring during one cycle is the sum of 

the number of reports whose Tf value is not 0 and the FVC 

collected from the node. Three input values enter the fuzzy 

system and are used to identify the type of attack. In the second 

fuzzy system, the importance of energy, defensive posture, and 

the type of attack (which is the output of the first fuzzy system) 

are provided as inputs. The second fuzzy system derives the 

appropriate threshold set as an output based on the three input 

values. The new threshold set obtained through this process is 

applied to the next cycle, and this process is repeated. 

 
Fig.4 Process of the proposed scheme. 

3.4 System input and output 
This section describes the input and output values of the fuzzy 

system and describes the reason for and importance of each 

input. Fig.5 shows an overview of the fuzzy rule-based system. 

 
Fig.5 Fuzzy rule-based system overview. 

The following variables are used as inputs for the proposed 

method, and the reasons for selecting the variables are described 

in detail. 

•    Current True Threshold value (CTT): In PVFS, the Tt 

threshold value is used to reduce energy consumption 

for verification by transmitting information to the BS 

through the nodes in the path, without unnecessary 

verification of the normal report. Higher Tt values 

require more hops, so the report moves to increase the 

Tf value. 

•    Current False Threshold Value (CTF): In PVFS, the Tf 

threshold value is used to detect false votes contained in 

a report. If the count reaches a threshold, the report is 

judged as false and is dropped. As the Tf value is 
increased, more false votes are counted and applied to 

fuzzy logic. 

•      False Vote Count (FVC): The biggest difference 

between a false report and a false vote-injected report is 

the difference in the number of false votes included in 

the report. Whenever a false vote is detected at the 

verification node, the value is accumulated and applied 

to the fuzzy logic as the most important indicator of the 

attack type. 

•      Attack style (AS): The AS is an output value from the 

primary fuzzy system. The style of attack is defined as 

the ratio of false report injection attacks and false vote 

injection attacks and is the most important factor in 

setting new thresholds. If the percentage of false report 

attacks is high, Tt goes up and Tf goes down. If the rate 

of false vote injection attacks is high, the thresholds 

respond in opposite ways. 

•      Detection tendency (DT): Detection tendency is a value 

that determines which attacks are primarily detected by 

network users based on the detection performance of 

false report attacks and the detection performance of 

false vote-injected report attacks. This input value 

affects the settings of the new Tt and Tf. 

•     Vibration width (VW): Vibration width indicates the 

variation of the attack style of the attacker.  For example, 

if the rate of false report attacks per cycle changes from 

100% to 0% to 100% to 0%, the VW will be set to a 

high value. Also, if the attack rate changes by a small 

amount from 100% to 70% to 50%, the VW is set to a 

low value. The threshold value behaves such that the 

tradeoff cost increases as the variation width increases. 

So, the threshold values are included in the fuzzy input 

value because they affects the new threshold value. 

3.5 System membership function 
This section describes fuzzy membership functions and rules. 

Two fuzzy systems were used in the proposed scheme. The 

output of the first fuzzy system is the input of the second fuzzy 

system. Fig.6 shows the membership function of the first fuzzy 

system. 
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Fig.6 Fuzzy membership function1. 

•    (a) True vote threshold  = {VL (LERYLOW), L (LOW), 

M (MID), H (HIGH)} 

•    (b) False vote threshold  = {L (LOW), M (MID), H 

(HIGH)} 

•    (c) False vote count = {VL (LERYLOW), L (LOW), M 

(MID),HIGH, VH (VERYHIGH), T (TOP)} 

Table 1 shows some of the fuzzy rules used in the system. There 

are 72 rules in total. If Tt is LOW, Tf is LOW, and the number 

of false votes is LOW, the system will determine the attack 

propensity within the LOW range. This means that the attack 

will likely be a false vote injection. On the other hand, if Tt is 

VERY HIGH, Tf is HIGH, and the number of false votes is 

TOP, the system will determine the attack propensity within the 

HIGH range. This means that the attack will likely be a false 

report. 

Table 1 : Fuzzy rules 

No 

Input output 

CTT CTF FVC OUT 

1 LOW LOW LOW MID 

10 LOW MID VERYHIGH HIGH 

23 MID LOW TOP HIGH 

42 HIGH MID VERYLOW LOW 

71 VERYHIGH HIGH TOP HIGH 

 

Figure 7 shows the membership function of the second fuzzy 

system, and the output of fuzzy system 1 becomes the input of 

fuzzy system 2. As shown, 2-a is the output value of the first 

fuzzy system and indicates the attack type. 

 

Fig.7 Fuzzy membership function2. 

• Attack style = { L (LOW), M (MID), H (HIGH)} 

• Detection tendency = {L (LOW), M (MID), H (HIGH)} 

• Vibration width = { L (LOW), M (MID),HIGH} 

Table 2: Fuzzy rule 2 

No 

Input output 

AS DT VW OUT 

1 LOW LOW LOW VERY LOW 

5 LOW MID HIGH LOW 

10 MID LOW MID MID 

19 HIGH LOW MID VERY HIGH 

26 HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW 

 

Table 2 shows some of the fuzzy rules used by the system to set 

new thresholds. A total of 27 rules are applied, and the inputs 

are AS, DT, and VW. AS provides the output of the first fuzzy 

system to inform the user of what types of attacks are most 

likely to occur, and DT is applied to reflect the network user's 

tendency to protect against attacks such as FNA and FPA. 

Finally, VW is the variation range of the attack type. Larger 

values result in more stable output settings. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This section describes the simulation environment and its 

results. Experimental results are provided separately for the 

output of the first fuzzy system and the output of the second 

fuzzy system. 

4.1 Experimental environment 
This section shows the simulation results of energy efficiency 

and security for the proposed method and compared them with 

those of PVFS. To show the efficiency of the proposed method, 

The proposed scheme assumes the following experimental 

environment [7];  these values are also listed in Table 3. Each 

time 200 attacks occurred, the style changed randomly, and a 

threshold reset occurred after every 100 attacks. 

Table 3: Parameters for the Experiments 

Parameter Value 

Field size 1000 x 1000(m2) 

Number of nodes 100-4000 

Number of experiments 1000 

L 10 

S 5 

Tt 3-5 

Tf 1-3 

 

4.2 Experimental result 
The simulation results for the 9 commonly used threshold sets 

are shown in the following graphs. Fig.8 shows the detection 

success rate according to the ratio of false reports per cycle. The 

fuzzy system was used to confirm the attack type with 97% 

accuracy. Figure 9 shows the detection rate according to Tf 

value. Since Tf = 1 is rarely used, it is excluded from the 

simulation. The attack type is the ratio of FPA to FNA 

corresponding to the attacks in this experiment. The attack style 

was based on FPA such that a value of 100% means that only 

FPA occurred.  
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Fig.8 Success rate of attack style tendency detection 

Fig.8 shows the detection accuracy of the attack style. The 

styles were divided into 5 types: 0%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 

100%. The advantage of the fuzzy system is that it can also 

determine the median of these discrete values. The overall 

accuracy is 97%, indicating that the overall reliability is high. 

 

Fig.9 Accuracy according to Tt value. 

Fig.9 shows the detection accuracy of the fuzzy system with 

respect to the Tf value. As the Tf value decreases, the accuracy 

decreases. The reason for this is that a larger number of false 

votes results in a more accurate fuzzy membership function. 

But, if the Tf is low, false report injection attacks and false 

negative voting attacks are quickly filtered out, and an 

insufficient number of false votes are collected. 

 
Fig.10 Overall detection accuracy. 

Fig.10 shows the accuracy of the fuzzy system for the nine 

threshold sets. The highest accuracy is observed for attack styles 

of 100% or 0%. The proposed scheme applies only five 

threshold sets, which are the most commonly used in real 

situations. The values are (4,1), (4,2), (3,1), (3,2), and (3,3). 

 
Fig.11 False report attack detection performance. 

Fig.11 shows the filtering performance against a false report 

injection attack on the existing PVFS and that of the proposed 

method in a situation where the attack style changes randomly. 

The existing PVFS followed the experimental environment in 

[5], fixed at Tt = 5, and proceeded by changing Tf from 1 to 3. 

In the case of the proposed scheme, the threshold is set to three 

cases: the normal case, the false negative attack central defense 

case, and a false positive attack central defense case. 

 
Fig.12 False vote injection attack detection performance. 

Fig.12 shows the filtering performance against the false vote 

injection attack of the existing PVFS and that of the proposed 

method in a situation where the attack style changes randomly. 

False vote injection attack filtering performance of the existing 

PVFS differs greatly from that of the proposed method, and the 

weaknesses of PVFS are observed when Tf is set to 1. If the 

proposed scheme is set as a false attack centric report, the 

detection rate for false injection attacks is remarkably lower 

than that of false vote attacks. This allows us to identify 

tradeoffs associated with the values of the threshold settings.  

 
Fig.13 Amount of energy consumption. 
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Fig.13 shows the energy wasted in the proposed PVFS and the 

proposed method, where the cycles are repeated and 

accumulated. The existing PVFS was simulated and tested 

against the threshold set of (5, 2), and the proposed method was 

also tested for the normal case, i.e., neither false positive nor 

false negative centric. Energy waste is the cost incurred by 

filtering failure, which occurs when a false vote-injected report 

is dropped during filtering. Experiments on energy waste due to 

false report detection failures can be ignored in the proposed 

technique because the difference between the two techniques is 

negligible. Because of the superior detection performance, 

energy consumption is much lower than the amount of energy 

wasted in a false vote injection attack. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposes a method to identify the type of attack in a 

wireless sensor network using a fuzzy system. It also 

automatically resets the appropriate thresholds to those of 

PVFS.  It maintains the detection rate for false positive attacks, 

improves the detection rate for false negative attacks, and saves 

energy. Future experiments will be conducted to further 

improve the accuracy of the first fuzzy system and to find the 

optimal threshold reset period. 
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